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BL Illuminated Glyphs CAPS: Typographic System of 
Illuminated Manuscript Letterings (Artistic, Anti Racism) 

Names of entrants: Michelle Devlin 

Affiliation/Organisation/Company: mderpth 

Job title(s): Type Designer + Researcher 

 

 

URL: https://birdfang.com/BL-Illuminated-Glyphs-CAPS 

Summary: A typographic system, or font/typeface, derived from digital images of illuminated 

manuscript letterings exclusively found through the British Library Flickr archive, then used to 
typeset the names of underrepresented writers, designers, and scholars. 

Abstract: In this Artistic project, I collect images of drop-caps letters from the British Library Flickr 

account in order to create a font (a piece of software) which allows a user to type in letters present 
in the library’s digital collection for a variety of purposes. The intended use of the font is to promote 
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anti-racism sayings, projects, movements. One potential use of the font is to use it as a tool to 
highlight instances the British Library embodied racist behavior. The font itself becomes a tool for 
the British Library to reflect on its own actions and the ways our Digital Age prioritizes making 
reparations through public spaces such as social media platforms. 

Research Question: I created the personal artistic and design-oriented challenge of developing 

a font/typeface by only using letters from images found exclusively in the online British Library 
archive on Flickr. I chose these parameters as to narrow down my general image search as to 
ensure a certain level of visual cohesion in the types of letter designs I would come across. I set a 
goal of creating a reasonably cohesive visual system of letters into a display typeface, a piece of 
design software intended for use are large font sizes or illustrative, poster designs. 

How does your project showcase British Library digital content? 

The project showcases the British Library’s available content on Flickr, particularly the letterings of 
illuminated manuscripts and text of advertisements, story-telling pieces, or government documents. 
I exclusively referenced the available digital content on Flickr in order to set a focus to my visual 
toolkit and pursue a level of visual cohesion (a fundamental aspect to typeface design…) 

What was your approach (methodology)? 

Video of process: https://youtu.be/Z5N3UgiGU20 

-analog browsing of Flickr gallery 

-saved desired images to a personal gallery 

 -collected as many images for each letter (in the English language) as possible 

-downloaded images from personal gallery to personal laptop 

-narrowed down pool of images for each letter/glyph to two picks (UPPERCASE, lowercase) 

-edited each image into greyscale/black & white for sharp edges through Adobe Photoshop 

-sketched out idea of letterings by placing edited images in a string to form a word through Adobe 
InDesign 

-brought images into Adobe Illustrator and created vectors of each character 

-placed vectors into font-creation software, Glyphs 

-generated a working display font to typeset/promote underrepresented voices 

-thought about this application of a typeface derived from the British Library as a re-appropriation of 
elite heritage to uplight the ideas/voices of marginalized communities; a subtle subversion of a world-
renowned institution by using its own content to highlight under-recognized content 

Did you face any challenges, and if so how did you overcome them? 

It was challenging to collect the essential characters for this project because the tagging on images 
on Flickr appear to be geared towards technical/historical research rather than art/design-oriented 
research. I was also met with personal/ethical challenges of how to re-appropriate typography for a 
subversive purpose, such as the stretching and squishing of letters. In Type Design, 
squishing/stretching typography is considered a cardinal sin, but because I intended my typeface to 
be subversive in nature, I gave myself a ‘pass’ in altering the original proportions/structure of each 
letter in order to streamline the design and output of the font. 

https://youtu.be/Z5N3UgiGU20
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Impact your project has made 

This project has created an impact within the Type Design class I took in which I shared my work-
in-progress with fellow people of color. They were interested in the method of translating these 
images from the internet into a font file. It could be said that this translation, or extraction, could be 
a form of reparations for colonialist actions performed by the British Empire in order to exert global 
domination. 

Background information of submitter (or team) 

I have experience in self-publishing, but this is the first project explicitly considering a piece of 
software as an artistic form of reparations for colonialist actions committed by the British Empire. 

 


